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ARSTRACT 
We enlarge the intervals of convergence of the MSOR method when the matrix A 
of Ax = b is an amatrix, and we also correct one of the intervals given in an earlic- 
paper- 
ken, and A E *n is a nonsingular 
al entries, which has t form 
ar diagonal matrices of order k an 
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in order to approximate the solution of (1.1) we can use the MSOR 
method [2] given by 
,#+ 1) = E 
w,w t#) + k w.w” i = QJ,..., 
with 
L w,w~=(z-w’Q)-l[(l- w)Z+wB+(w-w’)R] 
and 
k ,.,~=w(Z-w’Q)-‘d, 
where the matrices Q, B, R and the vector d are defined in [l]. 
in this note, following [l], we enlarge the intervals of convergence of this 
iterative method when the matrix A of (1.1) is an Zmatrix. 
By using the notions and the theorems about vectorial norms mentioned 
in [I_], we enlarge the intervals of convergence of the MSOR method, given 
in [I], when A of (1.1) is an matrix. 
Thus we kavc 
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or 
2+w’ 
l<w and OCw’GW<- 
2+j5 
(2.3) 
or 
2 
lGw<w’<- 
1+ji’ 
(24 
The matrix Z,,, = [I - Iw’lM(Q)]-l[l- wlZ + lwlM(B)+ Iw - w'lR1 is a 
convergent m&rant of L,,,. for the ualues of w and w’ giuen by (2.0, (2.2), 
(2.31, or (2.4). 
Proof. According to [l], z, We is convergent if and only if the spectral 
radius p(G) of the matrix G = I&M(Q)+ I1 - wJZ + iw - w’f~ + IwIMBI is 
less than one. 
Under the formulated assumptions and supposing that w and wc are real 
positive numbers, we have one upper bound for p(G) given by 
F=max{w,w’}j5+Il-wl+Iw-w’l. 
If we analyse the cases 
(iI 0 < w’< w < 1, 
(ii) 0 < w < 1 and w < w’, 
w andO<ua”<<w,arid 
w < wR 
the proof of Theorem 10 of [l], we get the required resuk q 
In the next theorema by considering the method of iteration by paints and 
the vectorial norm p(x) = 1x1, we enlarge the region of esnvergenee given in 
~~~~r~rn 11 of [I). 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf A of‘ (1.1) is an &%%mtrix, then the MSOR method is 
convergent for 
(i) max,8i/!1_gi)<W’<2/[l+maxi(~i+ciill and 1GW<mini[2+ 
~‘(1 - 9^,)1/(2 + bi), i = 1, ‘,’ . , n, if w > W’; OT 
(ii) 0 < w’< mini(2- b,)/(l+ iii) and maxi w’(l+ GiI/C2- &iJ < w < 
w’, i = l,...,n; or 
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(iii) 2/[1+ mini (di + gi)~ < W’ < mini (2- &i)/(l + (ii) Uf2d 1 < ?.U < 
min,[2- W’(l+ a)]/~i t&h W < W’, i=l,-.-,n; 
or w and w’ given by (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), OT (2.4), with 8i and Q^i defined CIS in 
theorem 11 of [l]. 
We would like to point out that the intervals given in the previous 
theorems not only enlarge the ones given in Theorems 10 and 11 of [l], but 
they also correct one of the intervals presented there. 
The author is indebted to the referee for his constructive comments and 
suggestions. 
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